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MK-B02 Mobile Hospital Baby Crib

MK-B02 is an mobile baby crib with modern and cute 

appearance design for baby care. With visible transparent 

acrylic basin, the mother or care giver can note the baby 

condition. Adjusting height and trendlenburg can meet the 

basic baby caring needs, the crib is an ideal option for 

hospital or maternity center or family care.

DESCRIPTION
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- Hyaline plastic basket to secure good visibility for abserver

- Height adjustment by gas-spring

- Aluminium alloy column

- Load bearing: 30kg

- Optional function: weighing scale, music

Model

Overall size (L*W*H)

Height adjustable

Trendelenburg

Reverse- Trendelenburg

Castors

MK-B02

905*535*780-980mm

780-980mm

0 to 14 °

0 to 14 °

Dia75mm

STANDARD
SPECIFICATION

FEATURES



Convenient handle to reach the 
Reverse-Trendelenburg function, 
can be adjusted to any angle 
suitable for the baby to prevent 
choking.

REVERSE-TRENDELENBURG FUNCTION

Fully transparent acrylic baby 
basin, can be sterilized by high 
temperature,easy to clean , with 
ventilation holes.

BABY BASIN

The height is gas spring adjusted, 
which can be adjusted to the height 
suitable for the caregiver.

HEIGHT ADJUST

Breathable and resilient mattress, 
giving the baby the comfort of a 
mother's embrace.

MATTRESS
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ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical 

cart and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scientific management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like 

Germany TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , 

Medi focuses on providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea offices in Hungary, Dubai, 

Thailand, New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and 

after-sales.The products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI 

KLINICNI CENTER, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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